KILMER MIDDLE SCHOOL
2015-2016 SCHOOL SUPPLY LIST

7th grade

Core Classes

Lined paper - ALL
Pencils - ALL
Pens- ALL
Erasers - ALL
Colored pencils (to keep at home) (Science)
Colored pens (Science)
Highlighters – at least 3 colors (Science and Math)
Ruler (to keep at home) (Science)
Box of tissues (Last names A-K) (Science)
Roll of paper towels (last names L-Z) (Science)
2 inch binder (3 inch binder if sharing with another subject) (U.S. History)
Colored pencils or markers (U.S. History)
Binder (Math 7)
Highlighters (Math 7)
1” 3 ring binder (Math 7 HN)
Binder (Algebra 1)
Graph Paper (Algebra 1)

Helpful to have (Not Required)
Post-it notes
Ear buds / headphones
Index Cards
Thumb drive

8th grade

Core Classes

All 8th grade students need two 4” Binders to accommodate morning and afternoon classes

Lined paper - ALL
Pencils - ALL
Pens- ALL
Erasers - ALL
Highlighters - ALL
Glue Sticks (English and World Languages)
Index cards (English)
Colored pencils (Science and Civics)
Box of tissues (Science)
Small pencil sharpener (Science and Civics)
Graph Paper (Math 8)
2 pocket folder (Math 8)
Big eraser (Civics)
Dividers (Civics)

Algebra 1 – 8th grade

Binder
Graph and lined Paper
Calculator at home
Pencils / Pens

Geometry

Pencils
Blue / red pen
Paper – lined and graph
Compass
Straight edge

Music (Band or orchestra)

Black band/orchestra binder:
1-inch, black 3 ring binder with inside pockets and cover insert slip.
20 non-glossy sheet protectors

Students taking Algebra, Algebra HN and Geometry need a TI-83/84 Graphing Calculator to use at home. Some will be available for use at school.

Some teachers and elective courses may require other supplies for their classes in addition to this list. Your child will receive information regarding those supplies during the first week of school.